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Starting Your Project

Expanding Memories
A new kind of book.
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Tricia expands bookbinding to include this adorable little 5" x 7" expandable file 
folder—great for holding photos, recipes, or many other small treasures. Tricia 
wants you to achieve great results, so she breaks down the process, step by 
step! Bring your memories and come along on this journey.

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Club Scrap

• Avant Garde 5" x 7" 
Expanding File Folder Kit*

• 3" x 14" Grid Ruler

• Bookbinding Adhesive

• Bone Folder

Hammonds Group

• Scor-it Mini 

• Carrying Case

SUPPliES

• Pencil or Pen

TOOlS

• Scissors

* NOTE: If you don’t have the Avant Garde Kit from
Club Scrap, you’ll need the following materials:

• Two 12" x 5" Plain Apricot cardstock—Accordion Spines
• One 9" x 7" Dark Aqua cardstock—Outside Cover
• One 7¼" x 6" Dark Aqua cardstock—Inside Cover
• One 9" x 11¼" Green Print cardstock—Outside Cover
• One 7¼" x 10½" Green Print cardstock—Inside Cover
• Nine 5" x 7" Plain Apricot cardstock—File Folder Pages
• One 7½" x 5½" Book Board—Back
• One 7½" x 4¼" Book Board—Front
• Two 7½" x 2" Book Board—Spines
• One 7½" x 2¼" Book Board—Flap
• Green Grosgrain Ribbon, 40”

Place one 12" x 5" piece of Plain Apricot cardstock from the 
Avant Garde Kit from Club Scrap on the Scor-it Mini from 
Hammonds Group. Position the cardstock horizontally with the 
left edge at the ¾" mark to the left of the 0 center scoring grid. Be 
sure the top of the cardstock is flush against the top of the Scor-it 

Mini. Place the Scoring Tool in the Notch at the top of the 
Scor-it Mini and make the first score line.

Turn the Plain Apricot cardstock over and position it on 
the Scor-it Mini so the score line just made lines up at 
the ¾" measurement to left of the 0 center scoring grid. 
Make another score line at this point.

Continue turning the cardstock over and scoring every 
¾" to the end of the cardstock.
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Expanding Memories

Accordion-fold the scored cardstock. The raised score lines 
should be folded to the inside. Use a bone folder on each fold for 
a crisp, professional look.

Repeat for the second piece of Plain Apricot cardstock. Set both 
accordion spines aside while you work on the cover.

TIP: Before moving to the next step be sure 
to mark all of your book board pieces. This 

will insure that all pieces end up in the proper 
placement in the book/file folder cover. Tricia 
recommends this for all bookmaking projects.

Position the Dark Aqua cardstock on the edge of the glue guideline 
from Step 3 with a ¾"  margin at the top and bottom of the book 
board. Use the 3" x 14" Grid Ruler from Club Scrap to be sure of the 
placement.

Adhere the Green Print cardstock in the same manner as the Dark 
Aqua cardstock on the remaining area of the BACK book board. Use 
3" x 14" Grid Ruler to be sure of the ¾" margin placement.

Place the 9" x 11¼" Green Print cardstock horizontally on the 
work surface. Position the 9" x 7" Dark Aqua cardstock next to 
the Green Print cardstock to form a long cover sheet.

Draw a line 1½" from one long edge of the BACK book 
board with the 3" x 14" Grid Ruler from Club Scrap. 

This is the glue guideline. Squeeze a spiral of 
Bookbinding Adhesive from Club Scrap in the 1½" 
area and spread to the edge with a chisel tip foam 
brush, also from Club Scrap.
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Expanding Memories

Mitre the corners. Place the 3" x 14" Grid Ruler perpendicular to 
the work surface against one corner of the book boards. Draw a 
pencil line across the corner. This marks a cut line 1�8" from the 
corner of the book board. This will allow enough paper to cover 
the corners neatly. Repeat for the three remaining corners. 
Trim each corner just outside the mark.

NOTE: Steps 6–8 come from Tricia’s
Make the Grade episode.

Score the cardstock around all four sides of the book board with 
a bone folder. Wrap the cardstock flaps around the book board. 
Apply a thin layer of Bookbinding Adhesive to one long flap. 
Spread the adhesive to the edge of the cardstock flap with the 
chisel tip foam brush. Wrap the flap around the book board and 

press the edge flat with a bone folder. Repeat with the other 
long flap.

With the uncovered side of the BACK book board face up on the 
work surface adhere one SPINE book board on each side of the 
BACK book board, leaving a 1�8" gutter between book boards.

Adhere the FLAP book board to the right of the right SPINE book 
board. Adhere the FRONT book board to the left of the left SPINE 
book board. Position the 3" x 14" Grid Ruler at the bottom of the 
BACK book board to insure that all book boards are ¾" from the 

bottom edge of the cover cardstock.

The photo shows placement of the book boards, not the 1�8" gutters.
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  For a complete tutorial on covering book boards, watch 
Tricia’s episode entitled “Make the Grade Book.”
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Expanding Memories

Use a bone folder to tuck in the cardstock flaps that extend 
beyond the edge of the remaining corners, similar to wrapping a 
package. Apply Bookbinding Adhesive from Club Scrap to the short 
flaps and wrap the cardstock flaps around the book board. Smooth 
all flaps with the bone folder.

Adhere the green grosgrain ribbon included in the Avant Garde 
File Folder Kit from Club Scrap to the BACK book board, about 
1½" from the right edge of the book board—this ribbon should be 
placed on the inside of the cover.

Cover the inside of the book/file folder with the corresponding 
papers included in the Club Scrap Avant Garde Kit—Green Print 
on Green Print and Dark Aqua on Dark Aqua. When adhering the 
inside papers, use the pad of your finger to smooth the papers into 
the gutters between the book boards. Take your time for a neat, 
professional look. Set aside.
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Expanding Memories

Create the file folder. Position the two accordion spines from 
Step 2 above horizontally in front of you on the work surface. Be 
sure the inside folds are valley folds.

Apply a thin bead line of glue to the right and left edge of one of the 
5" x 7" Plain Apricot cardstock pieces. Spread the adhesive to the 
edge with a chisel tip foam brush. Turn the Plain Apricot 
cardstock over and place the glued edge in the valley fold 
of one of the accordion spines—making sure the top and 
bottom edges are even with the accordion spine. Place 
the other glued edge in the first valley fold of the other 
accordion spine. Be sure the edges are placed all the 
way into the valley folds, and all edges are even.

Continue adhering the eight remaining 5" x 7" Plain Apricot 
cardstock pages. Always adhere the pages to the same side of 
the valley fold as the first page was adhered.

The last 5" x 7" page is adhered to the front of the accordion 
spines to finish the Expandable Files. Be sure to line the 

edges up as each page is adhered.
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Expanding Memories

Apply Bookbinding Adhesive to the inside FRONT book board 
and spread with the foam brush. Fold up and over to adhere the 

FRONT book board to the File Folder.

Apply swirls of Bookbinding Adhesive to the back page of the 
File Folder. Spread the glue with the chisel tip foam brush and 
adhere to the BACK book board—be careful to place the File Folder 
on the BACK book board or your Expanding File Folder won’t 
close properly.

Be sure the first file folder is adhered to the front well. To close 
the Expanding File Folder bring the ends of the ribbon around to 
the front and tie in a bow.
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Expanding Memories

You’ve just completed your Expanding Memories project, but the fun doesn’t stop there! 
Be sure to stop back by The Scrapbook Lounge every week for more exciting new twists on scrapbooking! 

CONgRatulatiONS

ClUb SCRAP
 www.clubscrap.com

AvANT GARDE 5x7
ExPANDiNG FilE FOlDER KiT

atC Holder

the Penderwicks

Club Scrap makes a smaller Expanding File Folder Kit and they are 
available in several different themes. This dark green Expanding 
File Folder is the perfect size to hold Artist Trading Cards.

Emily, Tricia’s daughter, even made one as part of a book 
report for school. The pockets are the perfect place for 
Character Cards to describe each of the characters in the 
book she was reporting on. By the way, Emily got an A!
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